
Oil

Ahead of next week’s OPEC summit, international crude oil prices edged down yesterday. Besides the discussion about future of the 
OPEC-Russia output deal, OPEC will also meet with US shale producers to discuss the future of the oil market and the potential of 
cooperation instead of conflict. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 75,94 USD/bbl, up 0,20 USD/bbl against the previous 
close. Friday, we expect another largely neutral session.

Gas

There were further gains on the European gas markets yesterday, where several outages across the continent is leading to short-term 
tightness. Several important pipelines are closed for maintenance work at the moment. Further out the curve, the upside was offset by 
bearish support from the related oil market, and the NCG Cal-19 contract closed the day at 20,72 EUR/MWh, unchanged from Wednes-
day. We expect a downwards correction today.

Coal
Despite the fact that the European coal markets continue to face bullish support from a strong Asian market, we saw slightly falling 
prices yesterday. Bearish support from oil and a sell-off among traders following the recent gains have put a temporary halt to the price 
rally.

Carbon

The European CO2 quota market is not currently receiving any noticeable signals from fundamentals, and prices therefore make very 
limited fluctuations currently, compared to the massive gains we have seen earlier in the year. Yesterday, the benchmark quota contract 
edged up a marginal 0,05 EUR/t, settling at 15,36 EUR/t, as marginally improving profit margins for coal-fired power generation offered 
a bit of bullish support. The market appears to open with losses today.

Hydro

During the forthcoming ten days, we will see very wet conditions in the Nordic area, as low pressures will dominate and cause precipi-
tation amounts more than twice as high as seasonal normal. Temperatures are meanwhile set to fall to slightly below average following 
more than a month with very warm weather. Due to the wet forecasts, the hydro balance is expected to improve from the current very 
weak level over the coming weeks.

Germany

Germany’s Cal-19 power contract edged moderately down yesterday, responding to the losses across the fuel markets, although the 
small upturn on the quota market limited the gains a bit. Cal-19 closed the day at 41,87 EUR/MWh, down 0,23 EUR/MWh for the day. On 
the shorter end of the curve the market saw slightly rising prices. We expect a downside Friday, as the market receives bearish support 
from fuels and carbon.

Equities

Yesterday, the European stock markets opened with losses due to the interest rate increase in the US during the previous day. The 
sentiment changed later in the day however, as a meeting in the European Central Bank sent more positive signals. Friday, the market 
will look into a potential trade war between the US and China, as Donald Trump is expected to announce tariffs on certain products 
being exported from China to the US.

Conclusion

On the short end of the Nordic power market, prices fell noticeably Thursday due to significantly wetter weather forecasts. The outlook 
caused the Q3-18 contract to fall as much as 1,15 EUR/MWh to 40,55 EUR/MWh. Further out the curve, the losses were not quite as 
big, but the YR-19 contract was still down 0,22 EUR/MWh, settling at 34,51 EUR/MWh. Falling oil and coal prices supported the down-
side. Friday, the market should edge further down, as the wet forecasts are confirmed and the hydro balance is improving.
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